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Overview 

 Introduce concepts:  

 Grief and loss, as well as the disturbing events leading up to the grief and loss, 

impact people like a trauma does.  

 Grief/loss responds to trauma strategies. 

 Effective grief management is quite often about emotion management.  

 

Goals of Session 

 Introduce tactics to use to help self/others to effectively discharge emotional 

distress in the moment 

 
Tactics Intro 

 Why the emotional management tactics that we learned growing up are counter-

productive 

 Walls vs. pipelines 

 Avoidance vs. dosing 

 Apples in the backpack analogy 

 Avoidance via anger generation, distraction, denial, addictions, 

excessive activity, work-aholism etc 

 

 Choosing the right dose for emotional first aid 

 Intro to the 0-10 scale (measures how upsetting an experience is) 

   0 = No distress at all, I’m feeling fine 

   5 = Pretty bad but could be a LOT worse 

 10 = As bad as a human can feel, I’m completely overwhelmed 

 

 Tactics for SUDS=8-10/10  

GOAL: rapid de-escalation to reduce overwhelm and make way for productive 

emotion management (analogy: a Heimlich maneuver to get the apple dislodged 

from your emotional throat) 

 Maintain ideal head/eye/hands positioning 

 Box Breathing, aka Square Breathing 

 54321 

 Use numbers to break the distress cycle (math or counting) 

 Use coaching – A LOT (see next page for ideas) 

 Google “Grounding Techniques” – try some out 

 

 Tactics for SUDS=1-7/10  

GOAL: productive emotion management (analogy: eating and digesting the apple 

to get it out of your system) 

 Maintain ideal head/eye/hands positioning 

 Box Breathing, aka Square Breathing 

 Feeling it Through  

 Therapeutic Journaling 

 Finding the Difference  

 “I Can Accept…” and “The Truth Is….” Strategies  

      

Close – Questions 
 
 
 



Options for Self-coaching 
 

When upset or when facing tough times, self-coaching can be comforting and can prevent “stinkin’ thinkin’” from 
spinning out of control and making you feel worse. Here are some ideas you could try out or you can make up 
your own. 
 
 
THEME: I CAN HANDLE THIS 
This may be hard but I’ve got this. 
This may be hard but I can handle this. 
If I can handle (fill in the blank with something really hard that you’ve overcome in the past), then I can handle this.   
I can deal with this, even if I don’t want to. 
I may not know what to do now, but I can figure it out. 
I don’t have to deal with it all at once. I can adjust to this a bit at a time. 
 
 
THEME: I’M NOT ALONE 
I’m not alone in this. 
MANY people in the world are facing something very similar right now. 
I can get help if I need it. 
I can call (fill in the blank with someone who totally has your back) for support if I need to. 
 
 
THEME: THIS SUFFERING IS TEMPORARY, NOT PERMANENT 
This pain is temporary, not permanent. 
This situation will end at some point. 
This suffering is a small chapter in my long life. 
 
 
THEME: THIS TYPE OF SITUATION IS HARD/PAINFUL. IT’S NOT ABOUT ME PERSONALLY 
This is about the situation. This type of situation IS hard. It’s not about something being wrong w/ me. 
It’s ok to feel pain in a painful situation.  
 
 
THEME: I CHOOSE TO TAKE GOOD CARE OF MYSELF IN THIS SITUATION 
I choose to have my own back. I’m not going to be mean to myself right now.  
I choose to be kind to myself.  
Being mean to myself won’t make thing better. May as well be gentle with myself.  
 
 
THEME: ACCEPTANCE OF WHAT IS 
It is what it is.  
I can accept that (fill in the blank).  
 
It’s ok to hurt.  
It’s ok to cry.  
It’s ok to feel lost or adrift.  
It’s ok to feel what I feel.  
 
 
THEME: REMEMBERING THE BIG PICTURE 
The truth is (fill in the blank).  
The big picture truth is that (fill in the blank).  
 
 
THEME: VALIDATION 
This situation IS hard.  
I’m doing my best, and that’s enough. 
Anyone in this situation would struggle with it.  
No one is perfect in hard situations like this.  
It’s natural to struggle more than usual emotionally when bad things happen one right after the other.  
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